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Location: Spain,  Granada

Job type: Full Time

Unit4 is a technology company that is “In Business for People”. People are the heart of the organizations we serve. We have

been providing software systems since the early 1980s and now we are spread around 25 countries with more than 2500

employees, working on the most innovative projects, using the latest technologies and the best para is that we keep on

growing.

We are looking for a Test Analyst for our R&D center in Granada.

 

What would you do?

You will join a development team to guarantee the testability of requirements in developing a product.

You will become a member of a team from various backgrounds and cultures- you will interact with our team in Poland

(where we have another R&D center).

You will identify the best basis and create relevant tests, which forms the foundation for automated testing.

You will ensure a level of independence as the Test Analyst challenges the design and help to identify alternative paths.

You will test newly developed products and solutions against test requirements and test scenarios to make sure it works

the way it should.

You will create test cases that we use in regression testing.

 

Key Skills for this position:

To make it at Unit4 you don’t have to be an engineer- you just need the right attitude! Attention to detail, logical and critical

thinking and strong problem-solving skills will make you an asset to the team!

Minimum of 3 years of higher education relevant within this role.

Knowledge of the basis of testing.

Able to Identify the test basis and create relevant tests which forms the foundation for automated testing.

Tests developed product, against test requirements and test scenarios.

Familiar with different test techniques (decision tables, boundary values, …).
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Able to create test cases for use in regression testing.

Understanding of the basis of test automation.

Good level of English.

 

Additional Skills (Will be considered as a plus):

Technical background

Being able to read/create automated test scripts

Being familiar with non-functional requirement testing (security, accessibility, performance, usability…),

ISTQB certification

Knowledge in technologies as: Team Foundation, Server SoapUI,  XMind, TESTONA light, Postman,  JAWS, KATALON.

We offer.

You will work with high level of flexibility and independence.

In a young and energetic team that comes from a diverse background. (https://vimeo.com/201849957

(https://vimeo.com/201849957))

Work/life balance is a focus.

You are responsible to manage your working hours (Flexi-Time)

You will be able to work from home every now and then.

In July and August, we have reduced working hours.

You will have access to training, fresh fruit and coffee every day.

You will enjoy extra days of holidays depending on your seniority.

Furthermore, there is always time for fun in social events with our Unit4Fun group, time for solidarity causes with our

Unit4Cares group, time for sport with Unit4moves and time to be conscious about the role of women in technology with our

Business Women Network.
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